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Crafting the next-generation automotive experience 

Today, when most of the vehicle functions are standardized, consumers consider the Human 
Machine Interface (HMI) as the major differentiator. With aggressive proliferation of fully 
autonomous car trials, designers face new challenges such as how to connect the other digital 
devices seamlessly with the vehicle’s infotainment helping the OEMs to offer excellent in-vehicle 
experience to their visually sophisticated generation of customers.

HARMAN’s team of UI/UX designers possess expertise in information architecture, interaction 
design, and visual design, as well as experience collaborating with development teams. As an OEM, 
whether your users need a Virtual reality (VR) environment, a full-features software solution or a 
simple membrane interface, our UI/UX design team can plan and effortlessly execute the project 
for you.

HARMAN helped numerous OEMs in building the following:
• Connected and Secure digital platforms to deliver exceptional user experience.
• Mobile platforms with features that enable to engage the consumer anytime, anywhere and

deliver personalized services
• Intuitive Digital Interfaces to engage the auto consumers proactively
• Develop a digital service around IoT, to surge ahead with the potential trends in the technology

and design automotive products that will appeal to the mass consumer markets of the future
• Platforms to leverage connected, electrified and autonomous vehicles to offer the consumers

‘Mobility as a service’

HARMAN has a diverse team of engineers, designers, software developers, researchers and subject 
matter experts who help to develop innovative solutions for the automakers. We also collaborate 
closely with our customers and frequently facilitate workshops and brainstorming sessions to 
involve their domain expertise in our design process.

• Helps offer personalized Connected Driving experiences and real-time service updates

• Seamless Navigation and efficient traffic monitoring

• Enables easy service payment options

• Effective Fuel economy management and Vehicle performance tracking

• Helps OEMs and Dealers offer enhanced Auto purchase experience

• Helps OEMs monetize on the data generated through connected cars

Top-line Benefits

Why HARMAN?

Shortening Time-to-Market 
Shorten your time from concept  
to delivery using our best practices, 
turn-key delivery models and rich 
talent pool.

Cross-platform
Take advantage of our experience in 
multiple industry verticals and leading 
platforms to rapidly exploit new 
market opportunities.

Global delivery footprint 
Our skilled, talented engineers deliver 
solutions to companies  
like yours from centers throughout the 
world. 

Solution accelerators
Get access to leading edge innovation 
and best practice by  
using our solution accelerators  
and global pool of partnerships.
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Capabilities and Benefits

Partner with an industry expert

HARMAN (harman.com) designs and engineers connected products and solutions for automakers, consumers, and 
enterprises worldwide, including connected car systems, audio and visual products, enterprise automation solutions; 
and services supporting the Internet of Things.  With leading brands including AKG®, Harman Kardon®, Infinity®, JBL®, 
Lexicon®, Mark Levinson® and Revel®, HARMAN is admired by audiophiles, musicians and the entertainment venues 
where they perform around the world. More than 50 million automobiles on the road today are equipped with 
HARMAN audio and connected car systems. Our software services power billions of mobile devices and systems that 
are connected, integrated and secure across all platforms, from work and home to car and mobile. HARMAN has a 
workforce of approximately 30,000 people across the Americas, Europe, and Asia. In March 2017, HARMAN became a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 

Visit our website at harmanconnected.services/UI-and-UX-design-services

Connected Car Experience •

•

Helps design digital interfaces leveraging data from the cloud and various 
devices to enhance the core driving experience
The advanced interfaces enable the consumers to connect to multiple 
platforms enabling real-time communication on the go. 

‘Customer First’ experience •

•

Right blend of technology and design to deliver customer centric 
experiences to automotive consumers
Provide a cohesive customer experience by offering the opportunity
for consumers to engage with the automotive brand across multiple
digital platforms

Building Intelligent infotainment systems •

•

•

•

Deliver contextual information on vehicle usage, engine diagnostics and 
driver behavior and personalized entertainment streaming
Offer personalized Service Reminders, Appointments, Live Service
Status & Convenient e-Payment options
Offer sophisticated three dimensional maps to deliver traffic updates, lane 
Intersection views with voice assistance and points of interest such
as nearest fuel station when running low on fuel
Location (GPS) based emergency assistance to service the consumer 
during any breakdown or technical snag

Connected Dealership offering Personalized purchase 
experience

•

•

•

Leverage digital capabilities to offer customized purchase experience, 
deliver real-time updates to the dealers as well as consumers.
Personalized navigation assistance to enable the consumer to discover the 
nearest service dealer anywhere anytime.
Advance dashboards to deliver more actionable data and insights, enabling 
auto sales executives to recommend customers based on interests and 
requirements.

Premium ownership experience Helps design digital platforms that encompasses the entire automotive 
ecosystem including OEMs, Dealers, Vehicle owners, and Service 
providers to offer seamless automobile experience and proliferate post 
purchase engagement and enhance customer interaction.

https://services.harman.com/industries/automotive-connected-car/automotive-engineering-services/UI-and-UX-design-services

